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Christiane Spiel. "Evidence-based practice: A
challenge for European developmental psychology",
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Nor Mahudin, Noraini Noor, Mariam Dzulkif li, Nazariah
Janon. "Religiosity among Muslims: A Scale










Paul Vedder, Erlijn Wenink, Mitch van Geel.
"Intergroup contact and prejudice between Dutch
majority and Muslim minority youth in the







Dora Sampaio. "A place to grow older … alone?
Living and ageing as a single older lifestyle
migrant in the Azores", Area, 2018
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Clark, Justin. "The Origins of Blind Autobiography















"Human Autonomy in Cross-Cultural Context",
Springer Nature America, Inc, 2011
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antisocial problems: Moderation by emerging adult
religiosity and gender", Personality and Individual Differences,
2018
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